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1 INTRODUCTION

Code transformations for optimization are typically guided by performance models. However, two significant challenges are faced by optimizing compilers for GPUs:

1) The complexity of modeling the multiple concurrent interacting hardware components in a GPU makes it extremely challenging to develop sufficiently accurate performance models that can reliably predict which of two alternative code structures will execute faster on a given GPU; and

2) Even if a sufficiently discriminating performance model is developed, the space of semantically equivalent code structures for most compute-intensive algorithms is extremely large when considering the number of possible ways of mapping the statement instances to threads/thread-blocks.

Production compilers therefore use simple and fairly imprecise cost models to guide optimizing transformations, in part because very precise performance models usable in compilers are unavailable, and in part because production compilers cannot afford excessively high compile times in performing an extensive search over a large configuration space.
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space. But application developers are willing to wait for minutes or even hours for the “fi-
nal” compilation of a production code, if the performance of the resulting compiled code
can be significantly improved by a slow but effective optimizing compiler. Production
compilers do not address this use case, but this is the scenario we target in this work.

In this paper, we present a new approach to GPU code optimization with the following
features:

• Code optimization is driven by the identification of bottleneck hardware resources.
• Instead of using analytical performance models, performance modeling of GPU ker-
nel execution is done via fast abstract kernel emulation, along with simplified mod-
eling of two key hardware parameters for resources in the GPU: latency and gap
(inverse throughput).
• A novel sensitivity analysis with respect to hardware resource parameters is used
to identify resource bottlenecks.
• Experimental evaluation of performance modeling is done using all kernels of the
Rodinia benchmark suite.
• Utility in code optimization is demonstrated in two ways: i) automated GPU kernel
optimization by coupling bottleneck-analysis driven search with auto-tuning; ii) two
manual case studies of improving the performance of code generated by domain-
specific code generators for tensor contractions [19] and stencil computations [27].

2 OVERVIEW OF APPROACH

In this section, we use examples to present an overview of the new approach to perfor-
mance modeling and bottleneck identification for GPU kernel execution. We first illus-
trate some of the key factors influencing GPU kernel performance and the impact of
bottleneck resources.

2.1 Bottleneck Resources on GPUs

The performance of a GPU kernel is typically constrained by one of its resources, such
as the global memory subsystem, shared memory, or the special function unit. We begin
with a simple illustration of the limiting bottleneck resource and how kernel performance
optimization can be guided by the knowledge of the limiting bottleneck.
Performance under limited concurrency: Fig. 1 shows the execution time of a CUDA kernel code for dense matrix-matrix multiplication. The parallel $i$ and $j$ loops of the standard triple-nested loop matrix multiplication code are mapped to threads in the grid, and the innermost loop over $k$ performs a dot product. It operates on $2048 \times 2048$ matrices, using 1D thread-blocks, on an NVIDIA K20c GPU. The figure shows occupancy, defined as the ratio of active warps on an SM (Streaming Multiprocessor) to the maximum number of active warps the SM can support. In addition, it reports DRAM accesses, instructions per cycle (IPC), and execution time with varying thread block size. We observe the performance improvements follow the occupancy closely. For a thread block size of 128, an occupancy of 1 is achieved, delivering the best performance. Since the number of DRAM accesses remains constant for all cases, increasing occupancy helps tolerate the latency of global memory accesses. In this regime (thread block size < 128), the global memory is the resource bottleneck, and performance is limited by memory access latency. As occupancy increases, the code is better able to tolerate global memory latency and performance improves until maximum occupancy is achieved. Further increase in thread-block size does not result in any further increase in concurrency and there is no improvement in performance.

Latency-bound vs. throughput-bound resource: Beyond a thread-block size of 128, performance is limited by global memory bandwidth, not by global memory latency. Thus the same hardware resource can be the performance limiting bottleneck in different ways: latency-bound or throughput-bound. When a resource is latency-bound, increasing the number of concurrent requests to that resource can improve performance. When a bottleneck resource is throughput-bound, the only way to improve performance is to reduce the total demand on the resource, as shown below.

Enhancing data reuse by thread coarsening: Thread coarsening \cite{21, 31} is an approach to achieving register tiling for GPU kernel code. Fig. 2 shows the performance trends for a thread-coarsened version of the matrix-matrix multiplication code. The total number of global memory loads gets reduced. Because the number of thread blocks along $y$ are halved, and each thread performs the same number of global memory load operations. For a thread-coarsening factor of 2, halving the volume of DRAM transactions leads to proportional improvements in the execution time. Execution time and IPC continue to
improve until a thread coarsening factor of 4. While thread coarsening increases the per-
thread register use, this does not impact the occupancy for coarsening factor less than 4. Beyond a coarsening factor of 4, the hardware limit on available registers per SM causes
the number of active loaded warps (and thus occupancy) to decrease. At this point, the
kernel’s performance is once again bound by memory latency. Due to this limitation,
further reductions in the volume of DRAM loads do not improve performance.

2.2 SAAKE

In this paper, we present SAAKE(Sensitivity Analysis via Abstract Kernel Emulation), an
approach to identify the bottleneck resource for a given program version and whether
the resource is latency or throughput bound. The objective is to identify the bottleneck
resources for a given kernel binary (SASS) code. To this end, we employ sensitivity anal-
ysis, i.e., we evaluate the potential performance impact of changing the modeled latency
or throughput parameters of a resource. This approach requires performance modeling,
motivating our development of a lightweight kernel emulation approach.

Abstract Kernel Emulation: In contrast to analytical performance modeling, we perform
an abstract emulation of the actual kernel binary (SASS) code in an emulator. Only a
(tiny) fraction of the thread blocks to be executed are emulated, typically taking only a
few milliseconds. During abstract kernel emulation, ready instructions from active warps
are scheduled for execution using some warp scheduling strategy, such as Greedy Then
Oldest (GTO) [28].

Each primary hardware resource in the GPU is modeled using two parameters: latency
and gap. The latency of a resource is the total time for a request to be completed by
that resource from start to finish. For pipelined hardware resources, multiple concurrent
requests can be in flight, but a new request may not be processable every clock cycle. The
minimum number of cycles between the start (or the end) of execution of two successive
requests at a resource is its gap. Thus, the maximum throughput achievable by a resource
is one request per gap cycles, i.e., the gap is inversely related to the peak throughput of
the resource.

The completion time of an instruction is modeled by adding the latency of the needed
resources (e.g., shared-memory, global-memory, special functional units, etc.). For each
resource, an “earliest admission” time is maintained, which is incremented by its gap.
when a new request starts execution on it. Dependences between instructions are tracked, so that the earliest schedulable time for an instruction is later than the completion times of all previously scheduled instructions it depends on.

**Bottleneck Identification:** To detect resource bottlenecks, we use sensitivity analysis with respect to resource model parameters. This is done by performing multiple kernel emulations using modified resource parameters for latency and gap. First kernel execution time is modeled using resource model parameters that correspond to the target GPU, determined via use of microbenchmarks. Next, kernel emulation is repeated with one resource parameter changed, say increase modeled latency of global memory by 10%. Kernel emulation is then performed by changing the global memory gap parameter by 10%. Similarly, emulations with modified parameters for each of the hardware resources is performed, with one resource parameter modified for each emulation. The hardware resource with the largest relative change in predicted kernel execution time (over the base time) is identified as the bottleneck resource. Further, whether the large change occurred with the change of latency or gap parameter points to whether the resource is latency bound or bandwidth bound.

Sometimes, no single resource parameter may stand out as the clear bottleneck, with multiple resource parameters exhibiting comparable and moderately high sensitivity. In this case, it is possible that different portions of a GPU kernel are constrained by different bottlenecks. The sensitivity analysis can then be performed over different portions of the kernel, as illustrated later through a case study on optimizing a tensor contraction kernel.

### 3 Bottleneck Identification Via Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, we present the key idea behind the proposed approach to GPU kernel optimization. To illustrate the technique, we restrict ourselves to a simple analytical performance model for a single pipelined hardware resource such as an arithmetic functional unit in one of the SMs of a GPU. More realistic scenarios of complex kernels using the multiple asynchronous pipelined units are discussed in the next section.
3.1 Resource Parameters

A pipelined hardware resource is modeled by two fundamental performance parameters: latency and gap. The latency (denoted \( L \)) is defined as the number of cycles an operation waits before execution, when it depends on the immediately preceding operation\(^1\). When two operations depend on one another, their starting time has to be separated by the latency of the first. The throughput is the number of operations a resource can issue (equivalently complete) per cycle. The gap (denoted \( G \)) is the inverse of the throughput. Because the resource is pipelined, its gap is lower than its latency.

3.2 Modeling Performance Impact of Concurrency

The total overall concurrency (denoted \( C \)) in a warp’s execution is the product of warp-level parallelism (WLP) and instruction-level parallelism (ILP) within each warp. Consider a repetitive loop, where instructions of the current iteration only depend on results computed by the corresponding instruction in the previous iteration. The number of iterations in the loop is denoted by \( P \), the number of phases.

For this simple scenario, the total execution time can be modeled as shown in Fig. 3. There are two cases:

**Latency-limited execution** \((L > C \times G)\): Fig. 3 (left) depicts the execution in this case. In the first phase, successive instructions can only be issued once every \( G \) cycles since they all need the same pipelined hardware resource. Since \( L > C \times G \), the first instruction of each phase phase can be issued \( L \) cycles apart. The entire execution is completed after \( T = L \times P + (C - 1) \times G \) cycles.

**Throughput-limited execution** \((L \leq C \times G)\): Fig. 3 (right) illustrates the scheduling of operations in this case. Although the first instruction of the second phase has its input operand ready after \( L \) clock cycles, (satisfying the dependence on the corresponding instruction from the first phase), the gap constraint means that it cannot be issued until \( C \times G \) cycles after the first instruction of phase one. The total completion in this case is \( T = L + (C \times P - 1) \times G \) cycles.

---

\(^1\)Typically, latency is defined as the number of cycles for an operation to complete. We use a modified definition to account for architectural features such as pipeline forwarding.
### 3.3 Sensitivity Analysis for Bottleneck Identification

In this work, we perform sensitivity analysis by observing the fractional increase/decrease of execution time (\( \frac{\Delta T}{T} \)) for a given fractional increase/decrease of a resource parameter (\( \frac{\Delta L}{L} \) for latency and \( \frac{\Delta G}{G} \) for throughput) - equivalently, comparing \( \frac{\Delta T}{\Delta L} \times \frac{L}{T} \) (resp. \( \frac{\Delta T}{\Delta G} \times \frac{G}{T} \)) with 0. We use \( \Delta X \) notation here to reflect the discrete property of resources. However, a continuous form of the analytical expressions for our example can be obtained as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \frac{\delta T}{\delta L} \times \frac{L}{T} )</th>
<th>( \frac{\delta T}{\delta G} \times \frac{G}{T} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latency-Limited</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{1 + \frac{(C-1)G}{LP}} )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{1 + \frac{LP}{(C-1)G}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput-Limited</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{1 + \frac{(CP-1)G}{L}} )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{1 + \frac{L}{(CP-1)G}} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consider the latency-limited case. As the larger \( L \) is compared to \( C \times G \), the sensitivity expressions (\( \frac{\delta T}{\delta L} \times \frac{L}{T} \)) (based on latency) and \( \frac{\delta T}{\delta G} \times \frac{G}{T} \) (based on gap) become 1 and 0, respectively. We can derive symmetric conclusions for the gap-limited case, leading to the following rules:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \frac{\delta T}{\delta L} \times \frac{L}{T} )</th>
<th>( \frac{\delta T}{\delta G} \times \frac{G}{T} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latency-limited</td>
<td>( \gg 0 )</td>
<td>( \approx 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput-limited</td>
<td>( \approx 0 )</td>
<td>( \gg 0 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We use the above observations to identify the mode of bottleneck (latency vs. throughput). For more complex kernels and multiple GPU resources, accurate analytical modeling to identify bottleneck resources is extremely challenging. However, sensitivity analysis with respect to each resource is feasible by performing multiple abstract kernel emulations with changed resource parameters, as described in the next section. When analyzing sensitivity of multiple resources, non-bottleneck resources will show little change in sensitivity with respect to both latency and gap. The resource exhibiting the largest sensitivity analysis metrics is identified as the bottleneck resource.

4 ABSTRACT KERNEL EMULATION

This section details the approach to abstract kernel emulation. The algorithm uses the latency and gap parameters for each resource in the target GPU architecture. Due to space constraints, we do not discuss how these parameters are obtained; a technical report [12] provides some details. Our approach is similar to the one described by Papadopolou [25].

4.1 Overview

![Overview of abstract kernel emulation](image)

Fig. 4. Overview of abstract kernel emulation

Fig. 4 illustrates the approach to kernel emulation. A maximal number of warps that can concurrently occupy one SM of the GPU get modeled. Each warp is modeled by...
a current-instruction pointer and an earliest-schedule-time for the current instruction. Each modeled hardware resource is associated with a latency and gap parameter. Each resource is essentially treated as having an unbounded input queue for requests, with one waiting request being allowed to enter the resource every gap units of time. The state of each hardware resource is maintained by a pipe_admit time, which represents the earliest time at which a new request to that resource can enter that resource pipeline. The current instruction of a warp is eligible to be scheduled if all needed operands are ready. When an instruction is scheduled, the pipe_admit of the needed hardware resource is the time at which the processing of the operation will begin. Adding the latency of the resource determines when that instruction will complete, which is recorded in the fin_t entry associated with that instruction. Within each warp, intra-instruction dependences are tracked. When a new instruction from some warp is scheduled, the availability status of its operands at that time is known since the finish-times of all preceding instructions have been recorded in the fin_t entries of the producer instructions.

4.2 Illustrative Example
Consider an SM with the following resource parameters: global-memory latency = 500; global memory gap = 100; functional unit latency = 100; functional unit gap = 20. Figure 5 shows different stages of abstract kernel emulation with 3 warps. Initially, statement S11 in the first warp reads a value from global-memory into a register. Since S11 is not dependent on any other instruction and the global-memory is ready to accept/admit a request, the statement can be issued immediately. Once S11 is issued, global-memory requests are blocked for 100 cycles (the gap parameter of the global-memory resource). S11 will require 500 cycles (global-memory latency) to finish its execution. The next instruction, S12, is an add instruction requiring the functional unit. Because S12 does not depend on any previous instruction and the functional unit is idle, it can be scheduled at clock cycle 1. S12 will require 100 cycles to finish execution. The next instruction of warp 1, S13, is dependent on S12. Since S12 will only be completed at clock cycle 101, S13 cannot be scheduled immediately and we move to warp 2. S21, S22, S31, and S32 follow the same pattern as S11 and S12. S32 is scheduled in clock cycle 4 and completes execution in clock cycle 141. At clock cycle 5, no warp has an instruction that can be scheduled. The
Fig. 5. Illustration of abstract kernel emulation

next instruction that can be scheduled is $S_{13}$ at clock cycle 101. The clock is advanced to step 101 and $S_{13}$ is selected for scheduling.
The abstract kernel emulation is based on a Greedy-Then-Oldest (GTO) scheduling policy [28]. We use GTO because the actual warp scheduling policy used in Nvidia GPUs is not publicly known. Alternative scheduling policies can easily be incorporated into the emulator.

4.3 Emulation Algorithm

Alg. 1 outlines the abstract emulation algorithm to predict kernel execution time. Several details, such as handling of conditional statements, L1/L2 cache misses, and uncoalesced global-memory access, are not included in this high-level pseudocode; these issues are discussed at the end of this sub-section. Modern GPUs have multiple warp schedulers [35, 36] and each warp scheduler can issue more than one independent instruction from the same warp in a single clock cycle. For simplicity, Alg. 1 models a single warp scheduler that schedules a single instruction per cycle. However, the implementation of the abstract kernel emulator models the actual number of warp schedulers and the number of instructions scheduled per cycle per warp scheduler.

Abstract kernel emulation begins by scheduling the first instruction from warp 0 and proceeds until all instructions from all warps are scheduled. At each step, a warp with a ready instruction is selected. For a warp’s current instruction ($cur_{\text{inst}}$), the earliest scheduling time ($earl_t$) is determined as the maximum among the finish times of its predecessors and the current clock (lines 5-7). If the current instruction cannot be scheduled at the current clock, then the warp whose instruction has the smallest earliest_schedule time is sought (line 9) and the clock is advanced (line 10). If the current instruction can be scheduled in the current clock cycle, it is scheduled for execution. A scheduled instruction may not execute immediately, but might be enqueued if the needed hardware resource is not available. Thus, the actual time at which an instruction begins execution is the maximum of the current clock and the clock cycle at which the corresponding resource $r$ is ready to accept a request ($pipe_{\text{admit}}$). An instruction’s finish time ($fin_t$) is the sum of the time at which its execution begins and the corresponding resource’s latency. Once a resource accepts a request, it is unavailable to accept another request for $gap$ cycles: The corresponding resource’s pipe_admit time is updated by adding $gap$ (line 14). On line 15, $start$ represents the time at which the previous instruction (the one
Algorithm 1: Abstract kernel emulation

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\STATE \textbf{input :} Number of warps in one block, number of warps in one SM, \textit{latency} and \textit{gap} of each resource
\STATE \textbf{output :} Estimate of execution time, utilization of resources
\STATE \texttt{t:} current time, \texttt{w:} current warp, \texttt{r:} current resource, \texttt{i:} current instruction
\STATE \texttt{fin_t[w][i]:} finish time of instruction \texttt{i} in warp \texttt{w}
\STATE \texttt{cur_inst[w]:} current instruction of warp \texttt{w} (initialized to 0)
\STATE \texttt{pipe_admit[r]:} earliest time when the next instruction can be admitted to the pipeline of resource \texttt{r} (initialized to \(-\infty\))
\STATE \texttt{start[r]:} time at which the last instruction that uses \texttt{r} was issued
\STATE \texttt{utilization[r]:} total time resource \texttt{r} was active (initialized to 0)
\STATE \texttt{latency[r]:} latency of resource \texttt{r}, \texttt{gap[r]:} gap of resource \texttt{r}
\STATE \texttt{p \rightarrow q:} instruction \texttt{q} is dependent on instruction \texttt{p}
\STATE \texttt{earl_t[w]:} earliest schedule time of the current instruction of warp \texttt{w} (initialized to 0)
\STATE \texttt{end:} non executable last instruction of each warp
\STATE \texttt{t \leftarrow 0}
\STATE \texttt{w \leftarrow warp 0}
\WHILE {\exists x \text { s.t. } \texttt{cur_inst[x]} \neq \texttt{end}}
\STATE \texttt{i \leftarrow cur_inst[w]}
\IF {\texttt{i} \neq \texttt{end}}
\STATE \texttt{earl_t[w] \leftarrow \max\{\texttt{fin_t[w][p] | p \rightarrow i}, \texttt{t}\}}
\ELSE\texttt{ earl_t[w] \leftarrow \infty;}
\ENDIF
\IF {\texttt{earl_t[w]} > \texttt{t}}
\STATE \texttt{find w s.t. earl_t[w] = \min_x earl_t[x]}
\STATE \texttt{t \leftarrow earl_t[w]}
\STATE \texttt{continue}
\ENDIF
\STATE \texttt{r \leftarrow resource(i)}
\STATE \texttt{fin_t[w][i] \leftarrow \max(t, \texttt{pipe_admit[r]}) + \texttt{latency[r]}}
\STATE \texttt{pipe_admit[r] \leftarrow \max(\texttt{pipe_admit[r]}, \texttt{t} + \texttt{gap[r]})}
\STATE \texttt{utilization[r] \leftarrow utilization[r] + \min(t - \texttt{start[r]}, \texttt{latency[r]})}
\STATE \texttt{start[r] \leftarrow t}
\STATE \texttt{cur_inst[w] \leftarrow cur_inst[w] + 1}
\STATE \texttt{t \leftarrow t + 1}
\ENDWHILE
\RETURN \text{\(\max_w \texttt{fin_t[w][cur_inst[w] - 1}\)), utilization[\]}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

before \texttt{i}) got issued on resource \texttt{r}. If \textit{latency} is smaller than elapsed time in \((t - \texttt{start})\), it means \texttt{r} was idle during the remaining time \((t - \texttt{start} - \textit{latency})\). The utilization of resource \texttt{r} is updated by adding only the time during which it was active (line 15). Finally, the instruction pointer of the current warp is updated (line 17) and the clock is updated.
This process is repeated until all instructions from all warps are scheduled. After all the instructions are scheduled, the clock is set to the latest finish time of the last completing instruction among all warps (argument 1 of line 19).

The kernel emulation models the execution of a maximal set $M$ (which is determined based on the resource requirements of each thread-block) of thread-blocks that can concurrently execute on an SM. The number of needed “phases” to execute all thread-blocks of a kernel is modeled by dividing the total number of thread-blocks by the product of $M$ and the number of SMs in the GPU. Thus, the total emulation time is generally a small fraction of the actual execution time of compute-intensive kernels.

### 4.4 Additional Details

We now present some additional details regarding performance modeling via abstract kernel emulation that were omitted in Alg. 1.

**Conditional Statements:** For if-then-else conditions and loop bounds that are dependent on known parameters, emulated instructions reflect actual executed instructions [34]; for loops with unresolvable loop bounds, representative trip counts are provided to the emulator; for if-then-else conditions dependent on dynamically computed values, all predicated control paths are conservatively emulated in lexical order of SASS code.

**Irregular/uncoalesced data access:** These can be identified by static analysis but was manually identified since a static analysis for it has not been implemented. A full DRAM transaction request is conservatively assumed to occur for each load/store from every thread in a warp for uncoalesced accesses. In contrast, for coalesced accesses only one DRAM transaction is scheduled for the entire warp.

**L1/L2 cache:** The cache is not explicitly emulated. However, modeling accuracy can be enhanced by providing the emulator an optional cache miss-rate parameter for a region of the code. Although no cache simulation is performed in the emulator, the availability of actual or estimated cache miss ratio is used in the following manner in the emulation. An additional L2 cache resource is added to the abstract emulation. For every emulated global memory access instruction, its execution is modeled by randomly assigning it to either the modeled L2 cache resource (with lower gap and latency parameters) or the global memory resource (with higher gap and latency parameters). The probability of
assigning the execution of the load to the modeled L2 resource is the provided cache miss rate. We present experimental results in the next subsection that demonstrate the improvement in performance prediction accuracy from such modeling.

**Barrier synchronization:** Every warp in a block is stalled at barrier synchronization statements until all instructions in the block finish execution.

**Bank conflicts:** For cases where indices of shared memory are dependent on known parameters, bank conflict can be emulated. Register bank conflicts can also be emulated as described in the literature [15, 40]. Register bank conflicts are sensitive to register names that can be extracted from the SASS codes. On the Kepler GPU, there are four register banks for each thread [15, 40] and operands can read only one value from each register bank per cycle.

**Atomic operations:** Similar to the handling of if statements and bank conflict, if indices of array atomic operations are dependent only on known parameters, atomic operations can be emulated.

**Instruction queue:** Instruction queue lengths are obtained using the approach developed by Nervana [22].

### 4.5 Experimental Evaluation of Prediction Accuracy

We next present results from experimental evaluation of prediction accuracy of abstract kernel emulation on two GPU systems: an Nvidia K20c with 13 Kepler SMs, 5GB global memory, 706MHz, 1.25MB L2 cache, and 48KB shared memory, and an Nvidia Titan X with 28 Pascal SMs, 12GB global memory, 1417MHz, 4MB L2 cache, and 96KB shared memory. We evaluate all the 58 kernels in the Rodinia benchmark suite. Those kernels collectively include 369 if-then-else conditions and loop bounds dependent on known parameters, 155 if-then-else conditions dependent on dynamically computed values, and 11 loops with statically unresolvable loop bounds.

Each kernel’s binary was extracted and the SASS code [23] was subjected to abstract emulation, using the respective parameters for both targeted GPUs. The benchmarks were also executed to measure actual execution time. For each kernel in each benchmark, the prediction error, (pred-actual)/actual, is shown in Fig. 6. SAAKE models the time
required for executing a maximally concurrently loadable set of thread blocks on one SM. This time is then scaled based on the actual number of thread blocks and number of SMs on the GPU to predict the entire kernel execution time.

The plots show two sets of data, respectively with and without including L2 cache effect modeling described in subsection 4.4. As explained earlier, the L2 cache miss rate parameter can be obtained by incorporating a cache miss prediction model, or, as done here, by actual measurement. For both machines, the execution time is predicted quite
well for a majority of the kernels, especially when cache modeling is included. We note that gathering cache miss data from hardware counters to use in the emulator is well justified, since it is very quick and the ultimate use of the kernel emulation is not just to predict kernel execution time, but to identify hardware bottlenecks and use that information in code optimization, as presented in the following sections. We are unaware of any automatable GPU performance modeling approach that has demonstrated a comparable level of prediction accuracy across such a wide range of kernels. Aggregated accuracy metrics over the full set of kernels is presented in Table 1. The accuracy for many of the benchmarks can be further improved with enhancements to the emulator. Below we elaborate on the reasons for a relatively high error for some benchmarks and how some of those errors can be lowered.

SAAKE conservatively considers all branches of conditional expression to be executed. However, in kernels like BFS, only a few data dependent branches are executed. The effectiveness of coalescing is another factor that affects performance. For codes with indirect-memory accesses, the number of actual DRAM required transactions (effectiveness of coalescing) cannot be statically analyzed in general. The serialization effect of atomic operations on data-dependent memory locations cannot be estimated statically. Hence, SAAKE assumes that the atomic operations are done on different memory locations. In huffman/histo_kernel, the instruction “atomicAdd(&temp[buffer[i]], 1);” depends on the data, and the values of buffer[i] are largely 116 or 129. This results in very significant serialization overhead, which explains the low prediction accuracy. When the kernel has very few instructions, the achieved occupancy is lower than the computed occupancy (obtained using [6]) which affects the prediction accuracy. Further, if the total execution time of a kernel is less than 5 micro-seconds (e.g., huffman/uniformAdd), then kernel launch overhead dominates the kernel execution time and this affects prediction accuracy.

4.6 Limitations

The evaluation using Rodinia benchmark kernels shows good prediction accuracy for a large number of kernels, but also very high errors for some kernels. Modeling error can be high when data-dependent effects have a significant impact on execution time. This
is because the efficiency of the kernel emulation approach derives from the fact that actual simulation of all operations is not performed, but abstracted kernel emulation is performed for only a tiny fraction of all thread blocks of a GPU kernel. The following types of kernels can incur high modeling error:

- Kernels where a non-trivial fraction of global-memory accesses are actually returned from cached data in L2 cache: since the actual execution of instructions is not modeled, the best we can do is to randomly model a global memory access as returning from cache or global-memory based on estimated/known cache miss rates. Further, multi-level memory hierarchy is not modeled and can result in high error rates for some kernels.
- Kernels with significant thread divergence: Since conditional expressions in kernel code are not actually simulated, codes with significant data-dependent conditional execution can result in high modeling error.

Despite the above limitations to prediction accuracy, there are many practical scenarios where the abstract emulation approach is sufficiently accurate. An important use case is that of domain-specific code-generators that use tiling and effective use of shared memory. With such codes, data is explicitly copied from global memory to shared memory and reused multiple times from shared memory. Frequently repeated accesses to data in global-memory does not occur with such kernels and the prediction accuracy from abstract kernel emulation tends to be high. We demonstrate two such use-cases later in this paper.

5 MODEL-DRIVEN SEARCH AND ENHANCED AUTO-TUNING

In this section, we describe how a search directed by bottleneck-analysis with SAAKE can be coupled with auto-tuning systems like OpenTuner [1] that use ensemble search techniques and allow inclusion of custom search strategies.

5.1 Model-driven Search

The essential idea behind SAAKE’s model-driven search is to start from an initial configuration and iteratively move along the canonical search-space directions by either doing
GPU Code Optimization using Abstract Kernel...

reshaping, thread coarsening, block coarsening, or unrolling, until a termination condition is reached. The decision on which direction to move is driven by the most significant bottleneck of the current configuration. Once the direction of a move is decided, the distance of a move (multiplicative factor) is the amount that enables maximum expected alleviation of the bottleneck (e.g., moving from GM latency-bound to SM throughput-bound). This distance is evaluated by extrapolating (linearly) the impact of the coalescing on the resource usage (reuses, concurrency).

---

Algorithm 2: Main Search Algorithm

1. prediction(c): predicted execution time for configuration c
2. occupancy(c): occupancy of configuration c
3. ustrides: set of all canonical vectors along which we want the configuration to evolve (multiplicative factors. Set to \((2)^{3d+1}\) with \(d\) the grid dimension)

   **input**: Original code
   **output**: Predicted best coarsening configuration

function entry()

1. curr = init_config
2. exec ← prediction(curr)
3. occu ← occupancy(curr)
4. (best_exec, best_curr) ← (exec, curr)
5. (prev_exec, prev_curr) ← (∞, ×)
6. while True do
7.     curr' ← next_best(curr, ustrides)
8.     exec' ← prediction(curr')
9.     occu' ← occupancy(curr')
10.    if occu' < occu then
11.       if best_exec ≥ prev_exec then
12.           break
13.       (prev_exec, prev_curr) ← (best_exec, best_curr)
14.       (best_exec, best_curr) ← (∞, ×)
15.    if exec' < best_exec then
16.       (best_exec, best_curr) ← (exec', curr')
17.    occu ← occu'
18. return prev_curr

The utilization of a resource, and the time prediction are computed using the abstract kernel emulation (Algorithm 1). Both the abstract emulation and the computation of the occupancy rely on NVCC to compile the current configuration.
Algorithm 3: Search Step Algorithm

1. $0 \leq U_{GM} \leq 1$: Global memory utilization factor
2. $0 \leq U_{SM} \leq 1$: Shared memory utilization factor
3. \textit{conf}: current configuration
4. \#T(c): number of threads in a thread-block for configuration c
5. \#TB(c): number of thread blocks in an SM for c
6. \texttt{maxT}: hardware thread limit in an SM
7. \texttt{occupancy}(c): occupancy of $\#T(c) \times \#TB(c)/\texttt{maxT}$
8. \texttt{olist}: list of occupancies
9. \texttt{utilization}_r(c): Utilisation factor of configuration c for resource r
10. \texttt{transactions}_r(c): number of transactions to resource r in c
11. \texttt{bottleneck}(c, o): bottleneck of configuration c with occupancy o (from \textit{\Delta}-analysis)
12. \texttt{bottleneck}: main bottleneck of the current configuration
13. \texttt{ustrides}: set of all canonical vectors along which configuration may evolve (multiplicative factors)
14. s: canonical vector of multiplicative factor
15. K: scalar multiplicative factor
16. \#regs: total number of registers per SM
17. \texttt{maxregs}: maximal number of registers per thread for the chosen occupancy

\textbf{input}: \textit{conf}: Current configuration \texttt{ustrides}

\textbf{output}: Predicted next best configuration

\begin{verbatim}
function next_best(conf, ustrides)

    bott ← bottleneck(conf, occupancy(conf))
    if bott.type = Latency then
        r ← bott.resource
        find \( s \in \texttt{ustrides} \) that maximizes \texttt{utilization}_r(conf \& s)
        \( \Delta U_r \leftarrow \texttt{utilization}_r(conf \& s) - U_{GM} \)
        find min \( K \) s.t. \( U_{GM} + \Delta U_r(K - 1) \geq 1 \)
        conf ← conf \& K.s
    else // throughput-limited
        olist ← \{ \( k \times \#TB(c)/\texttt{maxT} \mid 1 \leq k < \#T(c) \)\}
        find biggest \( occu \) s.t. bottleneck(conf, occu) ≠ bott
        bott ← bottleneck(conf, occu)
        maxregs ← \[ \#regs/(occu \times \texttt{maxT}) \]
        configs ← gen_configs(maxregs, occu)
        r ← bott.resource
        find conf ∈ configs that minimizes \texttt{transactions}_r(conf)
    return conf
\end{verbatim}
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Alg 2 and Alg 3 describe the search algorithm used to traverse the configuration space. Alg 2 provides an overview of the algorithm. It uses Function next_best to find the best move (Algorithm 3). SASS code for the original baseline CUDA code is first passed to the bottleneck analyzer to predict the execution time (line 6). Based on the resource usage, the bottleneck analyzer also computes the achievable occupancy.

For bottleneck-guided traversal of the configuration space, the profitability of moving along each dimension is assessed. This is done by using unit stride analysis. Unit stride analysis is performed by moving a “unit” distance along each dimension of the configuration space, one at a time, starting from the initial configuration. For each such unit stride configuration, the global memory and shared memory traffic are estimated from abstract kernel emulation and saved in a table.

To navigate the configuration space, the search algorithm uses the bottleneck analyzer to predict the bottleneck and moves in a direction to alleviate the bottleneck. Given the current configuration, Alg 3 is used to predict the next configuration to be chosen. This step is explained in detail in the following paragraphs. For the chosen configuration, the occupancy and predicted execution time are estimated using the bottleneck analyzer. If the best predicted execution time among configurations evaluated by Alg 2 at the currently tested occupancy is lower than that at the previous occupancy, the best configuration at the current occupancy replaces any previous selection as the current best configuration seen so far and the traversal in that direction is continued. On the other hand, if the best configuration among all evaluated cases at the currently tested occupancy has a higher predicted time than the best recorded one at the previously tested occupancy, the search is terminated and the previously save best configuration is returned.

Given a configuration, Alg 3 describes the search algorithm to select the next configuration. The first step is to determine the current configuration’s bottleneck using sensitivity analysis (line 2). If the current configuration is limited by a resource’s latency, concurrency is increased to enhance latency tolerance. This is done by coarsening along a direction that will increase ILP for that resource. If there is data sharing across threads/blocks, coarsening helps reduce the total volume of traffic to the latency-bound resource. However, coarsening may increase the resources required per thread (registers,
shared-memory), possibly resulting in a reduction in warp-level parallelism. However, by coarsening, the increased ILP and reduced data traffic may help improve performance. The traversal direction is chosen to be the one with maximum reduction in data traffic for that particular resource. For this, results from unit stride analysis are used. The total stride of the move is chosen as the minimum number that would result in full utilization of the bottleneck resource (line 7).

On the other hand, if the resource is throughput-limited, the total number of transactions to that resource is reduced. This can be done by coarsening, if different threads/blocks share data. Since coarsening may reduce WLP, the amount of occupancy that can be sacrificed without dropping performance is determined. This is done by using abstract kernel emulation for the current configuration, for various occupancies lower than the current occupancy. The occupancy is lowered till the bottleneck changes. Then the amount of additional resources gained by lowering the occupancy is determined. The higher the coarsening factor, the better the reuse of shared data elements. The configuration that has the highest reduction in data volume is selected that can still achieve the minimum required occupancy.

Fig. 7. OpenTuner Auto-tuning: All Rodinia Kernels
5.2 Coupling with Auto-tuning

OpenTuner is a general framework for auto-tuning which uses an ensemble of techniques to navigate the search space. Initially, a random seed configuration is determined and different search techniques are invoked. The resulting configurations are then run by OpenTuner to identify the best one. Each technique is then allotted a time slot which is proportional to the quality of the result produced by it. Mechanisms are provided to communicate through a common database to enable cooperation among different techniques. We coupled SAAKE with OpenTuner. In coupled-mode, SAAKE is invoked just before OpenTuner begins its initial search.

SAAKE starts with the base configuration (i.e., the initial code) and the predicted configuration is compiled (not run) to generate SASS code. The SASS code is then analyzed to determine the bottleneck and this is used to predict the next configuration. This process is repeated till SAAKE finds a configuration which is best according to its model-driven search. We note that no measured metrics like cache hit rates were provided to SAAKE for these experiments. The final configuration from SAAKE is used as the initial seed for OpenTuner. OpenTuner then proceeds with its ensemble of techniques to find the best configuration. In our experiments, in most cases, the output of SAAKE is either the optimal one or very close to the optimal, which significantly reduces the time required for OpenTuner to find the best configuration.

Table 2. CCSD(T) Tensor Contraction: SAAKE and/or OpenTuner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Mac</th>
<th>Best Config</th>
<th>perf (GFLOP)</th>
<th>Tuning time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd_t_d1_5</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>(16,16,2,3,1,1)</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>(32,8,2,4,1,1)</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd_t_d1_6</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>(16,8,2,2,1,1)</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>(16,8,2,1,1,4)</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. OpenTuner Auto-tuning: Tensor Contractions
5.3 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluated the effectiveness of the bottleneck guided optimization approach on the entire set of Rodinia benchmark kernels. We compare three scenarios: 1) SAAKE only, 2) OpenTuner only, and 3) SAAKE coupled with Opentuner. Fig. 7 presents the results for Kepler and Pascal GPUs. The vertical bars show the achieved speedup over the base Rodinia kernel (scale is linear, shown on the left). Each benchmark has a pair of bars: striped bar for SAAKE-only, and solid bar for SAAKE+OpenTuner. Roughly half of the kernels achieve some speedup by changing the original kernel. In about half of those, SAAKE by itself achieves the maximum possible performance improvement, and gets a good fraction of achievable speedup for most of the others. The connected lines in the two charts show the ratio of time taken by OpenTuner-Only versus the Coupled SAAKE+OpenTuner to find the best configuration. The scale for this data is logarithmic (scale on the right). It may be seen that SAAKE enables significant acceleration for OpenTuner by providing it a very good starting configuration. Results are summarized in Table 3.

Figure 8 and Table 2 present data for evaluation of SAAKE and OpenTuner for optimizing tensor contraction kernels. Tensor contractions are at the core of many computational chemistry models such as the coupled cluster methods [29]. Due to the significant fraction of compute time spent in performing tensor contractions, developers of the NWChem [32] computational chemistry suite created a domain-specific code generator [19] to synthesize efficient GPU kernels for tensor contractions. The NWChem suite includes a separate customized GPU kernel for each of 27 tensor contractions for the CCSD(T) method. These customized GPU kernels represent the current state-of-the-art one for this set of contractions [18, 19]. CUDA source code for these tensor contraction kernels is available in the open-source NWChem software distribution [24].

Three of the CCSD(T) tensor contractions are shown below.
Table 2 presents performance data for two of the CCSD(T) tensor contractions. For each contraction, and each of the two machines, the best configuration found by SAAKE+OpenTuner is shown, along with the achieved performance for the base version, SAAKE-Only, and SAAKE+OpenTuner. It may be seen that SAAKE-Only achieves a high fraction of the speedup achieved by SAAKE+OpenTuner. The time for performing auto-tuning with/without SAAKE is shown in terms of min/max/average. It may be seen that integrating OpenTuner with SAAKE results in significant reduction in the average tuning time, as well as the maximum time, which can be over an hour (4188 seconds). Fig. 8 shows the trajectory over time for OpenTuner versus SAAKE+OpenTuner for one of the benchmarks. It may be seen that for both machines, about a 10x decrease in tuning time is achieved.

6 ASSISTING MANUAL OPTIMIZATION: CASE STUDIES

As discussed in Sec. 5, SAAKE can be used to identify the resource bottleneck(s) for a given GPU kernel. We demonstrate through two detailed case-studies the bottleneck insights from sensitivity analysis can provide extremely useful information to complement information obtainable through performance tools such as NVPROF and NSIGHT. On the one hand, performance tools like NVPROF and NSIGHT provide very accurate information based on actually measured hardware counter data, while SAAKE bottleneck analysis is based on a simple approximate model of the execution. But on the other hand, SAAKE’s sensitivity analysis enables the kind of specific “what-if” exploration with respect to critical resource parameters that is not feasible with the more accurate measurement-based tools.

We present the following illustrative case studies: i) further improving the performance of the tensor contractions discussed in the previous section, and ii) improving code for stencil computations that was synthesized by a state-of-the-art stencil code generator for GPUs [27].
Sensitive analysis shows that the bottleneck of the kernel is a combination of GM latency, SFU latency, GM throughput in the kernel to avoid divisions / modulos. Note that integer modulos / divisions are converted to float operations. We can pre-compute indices and load it from global memory to remove divisions / modulos by allowing more GM transactions, performance may not changed a lot. That is, we can based on guideline (4), if we increase number of GM transactions in part 2), performance may not degraded much since performance is only sensitive to SFU latency values. Part 1 is bounded by Special Functional Unit (SFU) latency which looks bottleneck.

Performance is also limited by SFU long latency in part 4) since performance is very sensitive to GM gap. As guideline (1), we have to reduce GM transactions in part 4) since performance of part 4) is very sensitive to GM gap. Also, as guideline (4), if we add more GM transactions in part 2 and SM (Shared Memory) throughput in part 2), performance may not improved much since performance is only sensitive to SFU latency values. As guideline (1), we have to reduce GM transactions in part 5.24ms to 4.64ms as shown in the table 1.

Now, we achieved coalesced memory accesses for part 2). As we expected, performance is improved from 5.24ms to 4.64ms as shown in the table 1. For part 1, performance is only sensitive to SFU latency values. Part 1 is bounded by SFU latency which looks bottleneck.

Figure 9. SAAKE-based optimization of tensor contraction kernel

```cpp
//TS: Tile Size
//h3d,h1d,h2d,p5d: Tensor extents
//t2_shm, v2_shm are in SM
//t2_d, v2_d, output_d are in GM
//All loops are unrolled
// except loops over h7T/h7l
for (i=0; i<4; i++){
    rest_x=TS*4+bidy+tidx+TS*i;
    rest_y=TS*4+bidy+tidx+TS*i;
    h3[i] = rest_x%h3d;
    rest_x = rest_x/h3d;
    h1[i] = rest_y%h1d;
    rest_y = rest_y/h1d;
    h2[i] = rest_x%h2d;
    rest_x = rest_x/h2d;
    p5[i] = rest_y%p5d;
    rest_y = rest_y/p5d;
    p4[i] = rest_y;
    p6[i] = rest_x;
}
for (h7T=0; h7T<h7d; h7T++){
    for (i=0; i<4; i++){
        t2_d_off = p4[i]*p4_tst +
                   p5[i]*p5_tst + h1[i]*h1_tst;
        v2_d_off = h3[i]*h3_vst +
                   h2[i]*h2_vst + p6[i]*p6_vst;
        t2_shm[tidy+TS*i][tidx] = t2_d_off;
        v2_shm[tidy][tidx+TS*i] = v2_d_off;
    }
    __syncthreads() ;
}
for (h7l=0; h7l<TS; h7l++){
    for (i=0; i<4; i++){
        a[i]=t2_shm[tidy+TS*i][h7l];
        b[i]=v2_shm[h7l][tidx+TS*i];
        a[i]=t2_shm[tidy+TS*i][h7l];
        b[i]=v2_shm[h7l][tidx+TS*i];
    }
    for (i=0; i<4; i++){
        tlocal[i][j] += a[i] * b[j];
        output_d[addr[j]] += tlocal[i][j];
    }
}
```
6.1 Tensor Contraction Kernel

We present the use of SAAKE in optimizing the sd_t_d1_6 tensor contraction kernel, one of the more complex cases to optimize. The same process can be applied to any of the CCSD(T) kernels. Fig. 9 shows the structure of the current code in NWChem’s GPU kernel as well as the sequence of changes made during the optimization process. SAAKE analysis of the kernel code revealed sensitivity to multiple hardware resources. A hierarchical strategy was used to partition code regions: first run a coarse analysis without partitioning and then refine based on results of the analysis, drilling down into smaller regions that are the focus of sensitivity analysis. For this kernel, analysis resulted in partitioning the kernel code into four code regions CR1, CR2, CR3, and CR4, demarcated in Fig. 9. The sequence of code modifications (explained later) is also shown in the latter portion of the figure, with arrows connecting the modified code with the original code. Each thread computes a data slice of the result tensor output_d using needed elements from input tensors t2_d and v2_d. Arrays with a “d” suffix denote data in “device” global memory, and those with suffix “shm” are in shared memory. CR1 computes base indices (for h1, h2, h3, p4, p5, p6) of the hyper-rectangular data slices of the tensors that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. SAAKE optimization steps for sd-t-d1-6 on Kepler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image_url" alt="Table image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. SAAKE optimization steps for sd-t-d1-6 on Pascal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image_url" alt="Table image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
each thread operates upon. CR3 is the compute loop for the contraction over the index \(h_7\). In CR2, slices of the input tensors \(t_{2\_dandv2\_d}\) are moved into shared-memory arrays. CR3 performs the floating-point operations to accumulate the results computed in a local array \((t_{local}\), which is placed in registers by the compiler). CR4 writes out the final results to global memory \((output\_d)\). The \(i/j\) loops in the pseudocode are fully unrolled in the actual CUDA kernel code, but are shown as loops for compactness of the pseudocode.

Table 4 shows results from sensitivity analysis of the original kernel code for a subset of resources that exhibited sensitivity: global memory (GM) latency, special function unit (SFU) latency, GM throughput (gap), and shared memory (SM) throughput. The left column of Table 4(a) shows the overall sensitivity for these resources, while the remaining four columns present the region-wise sensitivity for CR1, CR2, CR3, and CR4. The highest sensitivity is w.r.t. GM throughput and CR4 is the primarily affected code region. Index \(h_3\) is mapped to threadIdx.x to achieve coalesced memory access in CR2. The fastest varying index (FVI) of the output array is \(h_1\). Since it is mapped to threadIdx.y, global memory accesses for accumulating results are uncoalesced. If \(h_1\) is mapped to threadIdx.x and \(h_3\) to threadIdx.y, coalesced accesses can be achieved in CR4, while uncoalesced memory accesses would now occur in CR2. This swap is shown under Code Mod. 1 in the pseudocode.

The results of applying SAAKE to the modified code are shown in Table 4(b). The performance increased from 92 GFLOPs for the original code to 123 GFLOPs and the sensitivity to global-memory throughput (GM-THR) in CR4 has dramatically reduced. There is now sensitivity to GM-THR in CR3, because the transposed mapping now causes uncoalesced reads in CR3. However, it is only 11\%, compared to 52\% for CR4. We note that the percentage change in time reflected by the sensitivity data is for the total kernel execution time and not just for the time attributable to each local region. We observe a 19\% sensitivity to SFU latency. This is due to the modulo and division operations transformed into a sequence of operations including reciprocal that is executed by the SFU—this leads to many chains of dependences and, therefore, insufficient concurrency to tolerate the large SFU latency.
Since sensitivity to GM-THR for CR1 is zero (no GM loads/stores occur here), we alleviated the SFU bottleneck by precomputing the indices, storing them in global memory, and reading them from GM, instead of computing them. This is shown in Fig. 9 as **Code Mod. 2**.

After this optimization, performance increased to 139 GFLOPs. Table 4(c) shows the SAAKE results for this code version. Next, we sought to alleviate the GM-LAT bottleneck in CR4 (40% sensitivity), a consequence of inadequate concurrency to tolerate the long latency of the chained address-computation, read from GM and write to GM in CR4. **Code Mod. 3** shows split code for the same computation, where a set of independent address computations are first performed, followed by a set of GM reads to accumulate results in registers, followed by a set of GM writes. After this code change, performance increased to 161 GFLOPs and the GM-LAT sensitivity of CR4 decreases significantly from 40% to 10%. At this point, the kernel is limited by GM-THR on the output. Since each output element is only written out once and the GM stores are coalesced, no further optimization is attempted.

Table 5 shows the data for applying SAAKE to the same kernel on the Pascal GPU. The sensitivity metrics for the original code are quite different from those seen on Kepler. A significant reason is that this Pascal P102 GPU has very low double-precision performance (peak of 343 GFLOPs). Due to space limitations, we do not provide details on the sequence of code modifications. However, the sensitivity analysis metrics in Table 5 demonstrate significant differences.

Table 6 compares the performance of the original kernel with the two optimized versions on both GPUs. The Kepler-optimized version achieves the lower performance of 219 GFLOPs on the Pascal, compared to 250 GFLOPs for the Pascal-optimized kernel, but it is better than the original kernel’s 166 GFLOPs. But the Pascal-tuned kernel only achieves 49 GFLOPs on the Kepler GPU, as compared to 92 GFLOPS for the original kernel and 161 GFLOPs for the Kepler-optimized version. The reason is as follows: In the optimized code for the Pascal system, shared memory operations were changed to global memory instructions to utilize the Double Precision unit efficiently. Hence, this
Table 6. Performance of optimized kernels on Kepler and Pascal GPUs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Kepler GFLOPs</th>
<th>Pascal GFLOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kepler-Opt</td>
<td>161 (1.75x speedup)</td>
<td>219 (1.32x speedup)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pascal-Opt</td>
<td>49 (0.53x speedup)</td>
<td>250 (1.51x speedup)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

code causes more global memory transactions. However, this strategy is very detrimental on the Kepler machine which has a lower memory bandwidth and many more double precision units.

Similar SAAKE analysis and optimization was carried out for some other tensor contraction kernels in the set. Based on the gained insights, the tensor contraction code generator that produced the codes in NWChem was modified so that the emitted code structure was like the optimized versions that had been manually generated through SAAKE-based optimization. Fig. 10 charts the performance on 18 tensor contraction kernels used in the NWChem CCSD(T) method. Experiments were conducted for three tensor sizes: all tensor extents of 16, all-15, and all-17. We observe that the modified code generator generates kernels that execute consistently faster than the ones currently used in the NWChem distribution. Results are summarized in Table 7.
6.2 Optimizing the Hypterm Stencil Computation

We carried out the second exercise on optimizing the Hypterm function from the Exp_CNS benchmark\(^2\). Due to space limitations, we only present a short summary here; full details are presented in a technical report [12].

The Hypterm function involves a sequence of 15 stencils, \(S_1, \ldots, S_{15}\). Optimized GPU code generation for the Hypterm function was presented as a case study by Rawat et al. for a domain-specific compiler for optimizing stencil computations on GPUs [27]. Groups of three adjacent stencils make contributions to the same output array and benefit from fusion to reduce data movement. Our starting point was a slight variant of the final fused configuration reported by Rawat et al. [27] (there were seven groups in that code, but we started with the following configuration of six kernels, where two singleton groups for \(S_{12}\) and \(S_{15}\) were fused to form a single group \(G_6\)).

\[
\begin{align*}
G_1 = &\{S_1, S_2, S_{13}, S_{14}\}, \\
G_2 = &\{S_3, S_{10}, S_{11}\}, \\
G_3 = &\{S_4, S_5, S_7, S_8\}, \\
G_4 = &\{S_6\}, \\
G_5 = &\{S_9\}, \\
G_6 = &\{S_{12}, S_{15}\}.
\end{align*}
\]

Analysis using SAAKE revealed that the six kernels were not latency-limited in terms of GM and SM data movements. Hence, we explored the further fusing of kernels to reduce data movement, at the cost of lowered occupancy, since the kernel was throughput-limited and not yet latency-limited for shared and global memory accesses. A fused kernel can decrease occupancy but increase ILP. We made 3 fused kernels from the 6 kernels, based on usage of the same inputs/outputs, reducing occupancy to 0.5 (by decreasing occupancy from 1 to 0.5, each thread/block was able to use more resources): \(G_1' = G_1, G_2, G_2' = G_3, G_4, G_5, G_3' = G_6\). Note that we reduce occupancy of the kernel \(G_6\) to eliminate register spills which may cause global memory movements. The transformation improved performance from 141 GFLOPs to 161 GFLOPs. SAAKE analysis on the three fused kernels revealed them to still be throughput limited, suggesting further fusion. So, we fused the 3 kernels to make one fused kernel, decreasing occupancy to 0.25, but improving

\(^2\)https://ccse.lbl.gov/ExaCT/CNS_Nospec.tgz
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performance. We also changed the thread-block sizes and tile sizes. The final achieved performance was 260 GFLOPs on the Kepler GPU, a significant improvement over the 141 GFLOPs of the initial version.

7 RELATED WORK

GPU Performance Modeling: Several studies have developed analytical approaches for modeling kernel performance on GPUs. The work of Hong et al. [13] represents one of the earliest efforts at modeling GPU performance in terms of the impact of warp level concurrency for computational operations and memory operations on performance. Sim et al. [30] extended the modeling approach of Hong et al. [13] to address more hardware features, and to provide feedback to application developers on four metrics that could guide them in identifying execution bottlenecks and how they may be overcome to improve the performance. Baghsorkhi et al. [2] developed an analytical approach to predicting GPU kernel performance by using a more detailed modeling of the assembly level statements of the kernel binary and inter-statement dependences. Zhang et al. [41] also developed a quantitative performance analysis model aimed at identifying the primary resource bottleneck for a GPU kernel. Lee et al. [16] proposed a DSL for performance modeling along with an analytical modeling framework, using static analysis of the program to estimate the number of floating point operations and memory accesses. Recently, Xu et al. [39] developed a precise analytical performance model for a cache-less heterogeneous many-core processor SW26010, the current top supercomputer [8]. The performance modeling approach extends that of Hong et al. [13], and its use in static performance tuning of a number of Rodinia benchmarks is demonstrated. Very high accuracy (average error of 5%) and very significant speedup (43x) over autotuning were achieved with high tuning quality (6% loss). Zhou et al. recently developed a performance analysis framework for Nvidia GPUs, with a focus on deep neural networks (DNNs) [42]. Using assumptions on the behavior of GEMM-like computations in DNNs, analytical models for potential resource bottlenecks are presented. These models take as parameters the result of assembly code (SASS) analysis to describe the input application.
The popular Roofline model [38] has applied in the context of GPU kernel optimization. The GPU Roofline [14] system helps non-expert users tune GPU kernels for high performance. The roofline model is used to first identify the performance bottleneck, which is then relieved through iterative improvement via specific optimization techniques such as Reducing Dynamic Instructions (RDIS) and increasing Instruction-level Parallelism (ILP).

A notable difference between previously reported approaches to GPU performance modeling and the approach developed in this paper is that, to the best of our knowledge, none of the previous approaches has demonstrated applicability for automated performance modeling of arbitrary GPU kernels. We have demonstrated the use of the developed approach to modeling and code transformation on the entire set of Rodinia benchmarks, as well as non-trivial tensor-contraction benchmarks used in the NWChem computational chemistry suite.

**Compiler Optimization for GPUs:** Several research efforts have focused on compiler optimization for GPUs. Many of these efforts have been in the context of affine programs, where precise dependence analysis is feasible. Baskaran et al. [3] developed a C-to-CUDA transformation in the Pluto polyhedral optimizer [4]. The PPCG compiler [33] is another powerful polyhedral compiler for GPU code generation from C input program. It implements a variety of optimizations such as shared memory promotion. However, its cost models to determine transformation profitability remain very basic.

OpenACC [37] is a directive-based programming model for GPU computing, where a C program annotated with OpenACC directives is automatically transformed by the OpenACC compiler for execution on GPUs. OpenMP [7] also now offers an “Offload” mode that allows user-annotated C programs to be executed on GPUs, in a similar manner that OpenACC introduced several years ago. OpenARC [17] is a directive-based compiler that is intended to accept either OpenACC or OpenMP-Offload programs, and generates architecture-specific (including GPU targets) codes.

We did perform several tests with PPCG and OpenACC / OpenMP-Offload for tensor contraction examples, and observed that the achieved performance was considerably lower than that we were able to achieve in this paper. We believe our tools can be used
to improve performance of code generated by these compilers, by enabling the selec-
tion of better transformations if suitable interfaces are developed. But that may require
significant implementation efforts.

Several efforts have developed Domain-Specific Languages and compilers for GPUs,
e.g. [5, 9–11, 19, 26]. We demonstrated the use of our developed tools/methodology on
two DSL examples in this paper. We believe that other DSLs for GPUs can benefit form
them.

For thread coarsening in particular, Unkule et al. [31] developed an approach to an-
alyze GPU code and perform source-level transformations to obtain GPU kernels with
varying thread granularity. Magni et al. [20, 21] developed a thread coarsening tool for
OpenCL GPU kernels, in conjunction with their research on developing a machine learn-
ning model for identifying the best thread coarsening factor. It would be interesting to
compare the effectiveness of their approach with ours, but we were unable to do so
since their software is not publicly available.

8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Performance optimization requires a clear understanding of the impact of various pro-
gram transformations on its execution time. In this paper we have presented a new ap-
proach to capture the key architectural features and their impact on application per-
formance. The usefulness of the abstract kernel emulation approach was demonstrated,
and also coupled with the OpenTuner auto-tuning framework.

In addition to the case studies presented, our approach can provide feedback to applica-
tion developers in helping them identify potentially beneficial transformations. Because
the approach only needs latency and gap parameters for key GPU resources, and not the
availability of the actual hardware, it can also be helpful with codesign of algorithms and
architectures to maximize performance for a specific application workload on a future
system.
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